Giant Magnetoresistance in Organic Spin Valves
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Interfacial diffusion between magnetic electrodes and organic spacer layers is a serious problem in the organic spintronics which complicates attempts to understand the spin-dependent transport mechanism and hinders the achievement of a desirably high magnetoresistance (MR). We deposit nanodots instead of atoms onto the organic layer using buffer layer assist growth. Spin valves using this method exhibit a sharper interface and a giant MR of up to \(\sim 300\%\). Analysis of the current-voltage characteristics indicates that the spin-dependent carrier injection correlates with the observed MR.
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For spintronics applications, organic spin valves are particularly attractive because of its flexibility and low cost. A critical issue in the evolution of these devices is the need to achieve high magnetoresistance (MR) using a conventional trilayer base structure consisting of an organic layer sandwiched between two magnetic layers serving as magnetic electrodes. Using tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline) aluminum (Alq3) as the spacer layer between ferromagnetic La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 (LSMO) and cobalt electrodes, Xiong et al. measured a giant negative magnetoresistance of 40\% at 11 K [1]. This initial work generated considerable interest in studying various types of organic spin valves aiming at both improving the magnetoresistance and understanding the underlying mechanism [2–7]. These efforts, however, have resulted in limited success in improving MR while generating a great deal of controversy related to the sign [1–4] and the mechanism [1,4–7] of MR. It has been generally agreed that these difficulties are largely the result of metal penetration from the top magnetic electrode into the soft organic layer—leading to a so-called ill-defined organic spacer layer [1,2]. It was previously shown that the influence of the ill-defined layer can be reduced by inserting an insulating layer (e.g., Al2O3) between the bottom electrode and the organic spacer layer [8–10]. However, the addition of an insulating barrier layer does not appear to greatly improve the MR effect while, at the same time, introducing new complications that might impede attempts to understand the fundamental mechanisms of MR in organic spin valves [11,12].

Because of their greater size, magnetic nanodots are expected to have a much lower diffusion rate into the organic spacer layer than individual adatoms as has been demonstrated with Al aggregation on Alq3 surfaces [13]. Our approach exploits this fact by depositing magnetic nanodots instead of isolated magnetic atoms on top of the organic layer to minimize the negative effects of the ill-defined organic layer without the additional complications associated with an insulating barrier layer. Specifically, we use a growth method called buffer layer assisted growth (BLAG) [14,15] to form the top magnetic electrode in a vertical organic spin valve of Co/Alq3/LSMO. The transport properties of BLAG prepared spin valves which exhibit sharper interfaces are compared to organic spin valves prepared through conventional atomic deposition of Co on Alq3, and a giant MR of up to \(\sim 300\%\) has been observed. In addition to achieving very large MR, junctions prepared using this method also maintain a simple trilayer structure which allows us to study the mechanism of the large MR without the complication of additional oxide layers on the interface.

LSMO thin films epitaxially grown by pulsed laser deposition on SrTiO3 (001) substrates were fabricated into bottom electrodes using conventional wet-etch optical lithography [16,17]. Both the BLAG and conventional spin valves are layered on the same single-crystal LSMO electrode then covered with the same Alq3 film thermal deposition for consistency (Fig. 1). For BLAG junctions, cobalt nanodots were grown on the Alq3 layers using the BLAG method [14,15]. On top of the Co nanodot layer, \(\sim 7\) nm Co films were subsequently grown to complete the formation of Co electrode. Finally, a gold capping layer of \(\sim 6\) nm was grown and patterned into a crossbar configuration with respect to the bottom LSMO electrode using shadow masks. For conventional junctions, Co electrodes were formed by directly depositing Co onto the Alq3 layers. Because of the fact that the surface morphology of the Alq3 layer is not molecularly flat, we use effective thick-
ness \( d_{\text{eff}} \) = thickness of the wetting layer, calibrated by atomic force microscope images) rather than the nominal thickness of the organic layers to denote spin valve thickness. The active device area is about \(1 \text{ mm} \times 2 \text{ mm} \). The magnetoresistance (MR) is defined as \( \text{MR} = (R_{\text{AP}} - R_P)/R_P \) \([18,19]\), where \( R_{\text{AP}} \) and \( R_P \) are the junction resistance measured when the magnetization of the Co and the LSMO electrodes are antiparallel and parallel, respectively.

Figure 2 compares MR values measured at 10 K for BLAG and conventional spin valves across a range of effective \( \text{Alq}_3 \) layer thicknesses. For the BLAG spin valves, a negative MR of \(~1\% \) (\( d_{\text{eff}} = 23 \text{ nm} \)) and \(~7\% \) (\( d_{\text{eff}} = 67 \text{ nm} \)) can be seen in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c), respectively. In contrast, conventional (direct atomic deposition of Co) junctions show no MR at \( d_{\text{eff}} = 23 \text{ nm} \) [short circuit occurred, as Fig. 1(b)] and a much smaller negative MR of less than \(1\% \) at \( d_{\text{eff}} = 67 \text{ nm} \) [Figs. 2(b) and 2(d)]. Moreover, the BLAG spin valves consistently exhibit larger resistances than the conventional devices, indicating that significantly less interdiffusion between the Co electrode and the \( \text{Alq}_3 \) layer in the BLAG spin valves than in the conventional spin valves. Our resistance values are comparable to reported resistance of junctions with similar size that consist even thicker \( \text{Alq}_3 \) layers (100 nm to 300 nm of \( \text{Alq}_3 \)) and additional insulating \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) layers \([10]\). This indicates that our BLAG method prevents interdiffusion at least as effectively as \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \). With increasing thickness of the \( \text{Alq}_3 \) layer, the MR values increase substantially for both BLAG and conventional spin valves. In particular, at \( d_{\text{eff}} = 93 \text{ nm} \), the BLAG spin valve exhibits the highest MR ever reported in an \( \text{Alq}_3 \) based organic spin valve. A remarkable negative MR of \(~200\% \) can be seen in Fig. 2(e). At the same effective thickness, the negative MR value of the conventional spin valve is \(~12\% \), which is dramatically lower than that of the BLAG spin valves though consistent with previously reported values.

The bias voltage dependence of the MR effect (calculated by \( I-V \) curves between antiparallel and parallel configurations) for the BLAG and conventional junctions with effective \( \text{Alq}_3 \) thicknesses of 23, 67, and 93 nm are shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(c), respectively. In general, MR values show a tendency to increase with decreasing bias voltage, although this increase is very small in conventional spin valves at lower spacer thicknesses. For the 93 nm conventional junction, MR reaches a maximum value of \(~35\% \) at \(~0.1 \text{ V} \). This trend of increasing MR with decreasing bias is much more pronounced for the 93 nm BLAG junction. At \(~0.3 \text{ V} \), MR reaches \(~300\% \). At biases smaller than those presented, the device resistance becomes too large to perform measurements in our setup. However, judging from the bias dependence of MR for all junctions, it can be expected that the MR values for the 93 nm thickness would greatly exceed 300% at lower bias voltages. The...
asymmetric behavior of the bias dependence of MR has also been observed in both organic [1] and inorganic tunneling junctions [20]. Figure 3(d) shows the observed MR values of the two types of junctions as a function of effective thickness of the Alq3 spacer layer. An enhanced MR is observed at every thickness when the BLAG method is used. For both BLAG and conventional junctions, MR increases with increasing thickness from 23 to 93 nm. This trend is different from recent reports that show decreasing MR with increasing insulating layer thickness [21,22], indicating that even the BLAG junctions are not completely free from the influence of the ill-defined layer when the Alq3 layer thickness is low, even though they exhibit much better properties than those of the conventional junctions. The effect of the ill-defined layer, however, decreases with increasing Alq3 layer thickness, leading to an increased MR. Above a certain thickness, spin-dependent transport is expected to decline due to the effect of the spin diffusion length inherent in the organic spacer layer; this behavior is observed as layer thickness surpasses the 93 nm thickness and shows a substantial MR reduction for the 135 nm thickness.

With the improved interface in the BLAG junction, we can now discuss the transport mechanism in organic spin valves by analyzing the measured current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics. Figure 4 shows J-V and dI/dV curves for the 23, 67, and 93 nm BLAG junction measured in both parallel and antiparallel magnetization configurations. The J-V curve is quasilinear for the 23 nm junction but nonlinear for the 67 and 93 nm junctions. The dI/dV curve of the 93 nm junction shows nearly parabolic bias dependence with no indication of a zero bias anomaly. For the lower effective thickness BLAG junctions, we expect low-mobility Ohmic conduction and space charge limited current (SCLC) to dominate over the injected charge contribution at low electric fields [23,24]. In this case, the current density is described by $J \propto V^m$, with $m = 1$ and $m = 1.25$ for the 23 and 67 nm junctions, respectively.

However, for the 93 nm junction, the fitted value of $m = 4$ is too high in the trapped-charge-limited regime or SCLC for the low voltage used in our measurements [25,26]. In viewing of this discrepancy, we attempted to use tunneling based models to fit the data. Neither the standard Fowler-Nordheim (FN) tunneling type equation with the Schottky-Nordheim barrier [27] nor the standard Simmons’ tunneling model [28] yields satisfying results (not shown here). Therefore, we turned back to the SCLC model, with a modification that includes a screened Frenkel effect. The Frenkel effect is likely observed when the field strength is greater than $10^2 \text{ V/cm}$ at low temperatures before the trap-filled-limited voltage is reached [29]. However, we found that the unscreened Frenkel model overestimates the curvature of our measured J-V curve by several orders of magnitude. If we consider that the potential of the ion trap centers is screened, the J-V relationship can be obtained approximately as follows [30]:

$$J_{\|}\| = D_{\|}\| e e_0 V^2 \exp \left( \frac{3.74}{kTd} \left( 1 + 4.2 \lambda_{\|}\| \sqrt{\pi e e_0 V/e d} \right) \right)$$

(1)

FIG. 3 (color online). Bias voltage dependence of MR ratio measured at 10 K comparison of conventional junctions and BLAG junctions with different Alq3 effective thicknesses: 23 nm (a), 67 nm (b), and 93 nm (c). (d) MR measured as a function of effective thickness for the two types of junctions.

FIG. 4 (color online). Current density-voltage (J-V) and (dI/dV) characteristics for the BLAG junction with effective thickness Alq3 spacer layers of 23 nm (a), 67 nm (b), and 93 nm (c) in antiparallel and parallel configurations. Experimental data for 93 nm junction at both antiparallel configuration (−40 Oe) and parallel configuration (−190 Oe) are fitted using Eq. (1) (solid lines).
The fitted $J-V$ curves using Eq. (1) for the 93 nm thick BLAG device is shown in Fig. 4(c) for both antiparallel and parallel configurations. The Frenkel effect with the screened potential is observable when the voltage is above 0.3 V, at which the exponent $\frac{e^2V}{(1+2.1\sqrt{4\pi e e_0 V/e d})}$ is of order unity or greater [30]. Table I shows the fitted parameters for $J-V$ curves from our samples. The values of the Frenkel factor $[F_{F(\parallel,\parallel)}]$, see Ref. [30]) are generally larger for samples without BLAG, reflecting possible interdiffusion between the Co electrode and the Alq3 spacer layer that leads to larger contact areas. The values of $N_{tot}$ are consistent with the published results [$\sim 10^{19}/\text{cm}^3$, Ref. [25)]. The huge difference in the prefactors $D_{\parallel,\parallel}$ between the two spin configurations is consistent with the measured MR. This result strongly suggests that spin-dependent carrier injection is the main cause of the observed large MR.

This work provides a generic approach to fundamentally solve the bottleneck problem in studying organic spin valves, i.e., the ill-defined interface between magnetic electrodes and the organic spacer layer. Using the BLAG method, organic spin valves with greatly improved interfaces can be consistently fabricated which allows for higher MR and a cleaner system in which to study the fundamental phenomena driving spin transfer in organic devices.
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